I. Introduction
The internet is a communication system which interconnects computers and gives information globally. A lot of service depends on internet like e-mail, website, data and software etc. Voice transfer through internet which is called VoIP. Its low cost led massive business in next generation Telecommunication. Not only voice transfer but also video calls and video conferencing are possible now a day. New software introduces with new features and grows business in international market. Security is important while growing software activities. For the stability, vulnerability of software and hardware we must ensure security. Therefore, in this paper our main objective is to secure the VoIP communication on IP PBX system and delay analysis. IP PBX is a hardware which is used for VoIP calls and easier to web based configuration or software which can transfer voice using Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) protocol. This hardware supports SIP trunks, E1/T1 trunk from Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN), Foreign Exchange office (FXO) and Foreign exchange subscriber (FXS). Security threats on VPN are a big issue when tunneling two different networks. This paper will cover security policy while VoIP calls transmitted on VPN network using IP PBX system. IP PBX delivers multi-functions and high performance. Simple management, reduced communication cost, seamless connectivity with remote users and between geographically dispersed branches which are the benefits of using the system. The system ensures open-standard SIP protocol and is hence interoperable with SIP proxies, gateways and IP phones. Communication of small and mid-sized enterprises as well as geographically distributed offices, remote workers and contact centre is much simplified and enhanced with IP PBX system. Why security is needed for VoIP? Tremendous growth of voice traffic security is most important issue. For this reason, we are going to discuss the threats and how to mitigate by using secure VPN network in this paper. In section 2, we have described the major securities on VPN network. To secure data and voice traffic these security options may help to an organization's IT infrastructure also. Any organization must think about secure information sharing comprehensively otherwise weak protection may harm the information which will create huge loss of that organization. Few people would argue with the idea that a data network needs to be secure but the same security is needed for voice also because the attacks aren't new not only for data network but also telecommunication environment. They can expose the worms and viruses and hacks the network. We are using OPNET simulation tool to optimize the network delay.
II. Techonology And Security Process For Voip
To overcome attacks on VoIP network, new technology and security issues are discussed in this section.
Proposed Technology
New technology is provided here for securing voice communication on a VPN infrastructure [1] [2] . VPN can provide a secure and inexpensive communication mechanism that is an extension of the public internet through a private network. Private tunnels ensure point-to-point communication and data transfer. We discuss 
Figure 1: Proposed Secured Network
There is a firewall box which protects from various malicious attacks first from internet cloud. It can be server or hardware firewall [6] . Hardware firewall is a built-in firewall system of an individual operating system. Server based firewall is configured by an individual whatever he likes by his decision. Iptables firewall can be used in the server [7] . Various types of attacks are possible from the internet cloud to this server (firewall). So protection is most important. All the devices have individual firewall system in our infrastructure. First firewall can protect DoS (Daniel of Service) attack, Malware and other attacks and also ensure the port and public IP authentication. Figure 1 we find router after the firewall system which can route the voice / data. It has strong firewall that is called ACL (access control list) build by Cisco system [8] . Not only Cisco system now a day's many companies build router and add specific security system. Router has the capability of checking authorized IP block and ports. It also manages 802.1 q techniques. Then there is manageable LAN switch which allows the VLAN access of Linux server. Linux server has done important role in the infrastructure. It is using iptables script firewall system. Script is forwarding specific ports on VPN server and SIP server which convert private IP to public IP [9] . Linux server ensures MAC and IP based firewall to access only VPN and SIP server. VPN server has also firewall system which allows IP addresses from outside using a specific range or fixed IP or DHCP based IP addresses [10] . SIP server allows IP addresses which are allowed by VPN server.
2.
Step by Step at a glance VPN server checks the authentic IP address and authorized users in the database or any other authentic method and finally encrypts the voice/data. SIP Server/ IP PBX SIP Server/IP PBX will check the authorized IP address, MAC address, port and authorized user then the user will be registered. Figure 3 shows how all the event logs file are stored in the windows system. There are some options: log errors only, log errors and warnings and log all events. If we don't need any of these options just tick mark on Do not log any events. We get this option from VPNTP (local) properties. The Figure 4 shows some Point to Point (PPP) options which settings are used for an individual connection. These are Multilink connections, Link control protocol (LCP) extensions and Software compression [8] [11] . This option is found from VPNTP (local) Properties. While Figure 5 shows the authentication provider validates credential for remote clients and demand-dial routers. We can use different authentication methods but here we using Windows authentication method. The custom IPSec policy specifies a pre-shared key for L2TP connections. The routing and remote access service should be started to set this options. Here we can set our own pre-shared key. 1. In Linux server we configure MAC based NAT firewall which becomes an authentication part when any terminal connect for VoIP as well as internet connection. iptables -A FORWARD -i ethX -o ethY -s X.X.X.X -m mac --mac-source 00:24:21:25:E0:35 -j ACCEPT 2. Here we configure VPN server with Private IP address so that VPN server could not be hacked by the Hackers [12] [13] . Linux server firewall will forward VPN server's private IP to public IP. So it will be more secure to ensure VoIP communication.
Implementation Process of Security Issues

iptables -t nat -A PREROUTING -p tcp -d <Public IP> --dport 1723 -j DNAT --to-destination < Private IP of VPN Server> iptables -t nat -A PREROUTING -p 47 -d <Public IP> -j DNAT --to-destination <Private IP of VPN Server>
For server security we remove default port to access the server. Port 22 [We change it to another port number] IP based access to server: sshd:<Allow host IP > We deny public IP address to access the server because if we allow public IP address its vulnerable and attacker can attack this server easily. The default configuration is allowed all IP addresses. sshd: ALL We should check the ports which are running on the server and stop the unnecessary ports and services. VPN tunnel users will login access 2 times (VPN Software Restriction) if wrong password then it will suspend 2 hours for that user. SIP Authentication for user login in dialer 2 times (Dialer Restriction) if wrong password then it will also suspend 2 hours. If any user login failed after 2 hours, then user account will be inactive. Then the user will contact will the administrator to active. Password type: Capital letter, Small letter, Symbol and Number. Length: 10 Encryption: Enabled Some persons should be dedicated for checking the firewall, Router, Linux server, VPN server and IP PBX access log. If any unauthorized access found, then immediate action should be taken. Every server has access log option and very easy to monitor the logs. Unauthorized access checkup or system access privilege should be maintained carefully.
Physical security is most important and it forms the basis for many other security efforts also [14] . It refers to the protection of building sites and equipment from theft, vandalism, natural disaster, man-made catastrophes, and accidental damage (for example, electrical surges, extreme temperatures, and spilled coffee). So it requires suitable emergency preparedness, reliable power supplies, adequate climate control, and appropriate protection from intruders. 
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III. Delay Analysis Of The Proposed Network
The aim of this research is to secure the network using VPN communication and the performance of network load, delay and throughput need to analyze. So OPNET is a simulation tools to get the result of the performance based on VPN network [15] . Network delay is an important issue for VoIP communication. (3) hours as shown on the x-axis. The load has been calculated on a scale of 0 to 800 bits/sec and Ethernet delay on a scale of 0 to 5 milliseconds. Initially, it is seen that the delay increases steeply in the first 5 minutes, after that it becomes constant at 4.75 milliseconds. It stays in that way over the next 2.55 hours. An Ethernet delay of 4.75 milliseconds is acceptable for any network architecture. The load is seen to rise steeply in the first half hour and upon reaching 675 bits/second, it attains a constant rate and stays between 600 bits/second to 700 bits/second for the remaining time. So it is seen that the Ethernet load is also at an acceptable level. Network B: Three star topologies from different networks were connected to each other with the help of LAN switches. One topology had one LAN switch containing thirty (30) nodes. Another had thirty (30) nodes and the third one with thirty (30) nodes. The diagram below shows the simulated network. The performance in terms of delay and load are also illustrated graphically in Figure 8 .
The diagram reflects the simulated network where the topology is star. The nodes are 10_BASE_T which have dedicated connection to the LAN switches. On the right side are the performance graphs in terms of Delay in seconds and Load in bits/second. The delay has been analyzed for the network globally. The delay and load received on the network have been measured for a time period of three hours as shown on the x-axis. The load has been calculated on a scale of 0 to 2,000 bits/sec and Ethernet delay on a scale of 0 to 6 milliseconds. Initially, it is seen that the delay increases steeply in the first 5 minutes, after that it becomes constant at 5.7 milliseconds with small decreases at different time periods. It stays in that way over the next time period. An Ethernet delay of 5.7 milliseconds is definitely acceptable.
The load is seen to rise steeply in the first 5 minutes and upon reaching 18,00 bits/second, it comes down and attains a constant rate and stays 18,00 bits/second for the remaining time. So it is seen that the Ethernet load is also at an acceptable level. Hence we can reach the conclusion that network B has an architecture that has greater load and hence more overhead on the network. Following is a graphical representation of the results comparison between the two proposed network architectures that have been simulated. The Figure 10 shows first network's average Ethernet delay (sec) and average Ethernet Load (bits/sec) of IP PBX/ SIP server and VPN Server. We see the Ethernet delay of IP PBX and VPN server is almost 5 ms and average Ethernet load is 600 bits/sec to 800 bits/sec. While the Figure 11 shows second network's average Ethernet delay (sec) and average Ethernet Load (bits/sec) of IP PBX/ SIP server and VPN Server. We see the Ethernet delay of IP PBX and VPN server is almost 5-6 ms and average Ethernet load is 1500 bits/sec to 2000 bits/sec because of big network exist 90 nodes. The Figure 13 also compares between first and second network on the basis of average Ethernet delay and average Ethernet load of VPN Server. The blue mark is for first network and red mark is for second network. The results show that although the delay of both the networks are at a considerable level, the traffic received is far greater in network B compared to network A. Same is the case for load which is significantly greater for network B as well. So finally we reach our goal that overall network delay is less than 6 milliseconds which is considerable level for VoIP communication [16] [17] . For security purpose firewall, router, LAN Switch and linux server are implemented in our research. So VoIP on IP PBX using secure VPN communication is fully implemented and ensure maximum security. There is another option we implement that is delay analysis because it's an important issue for VoIP communication. Both networks which are implemented to analysis for delay we find the delay is less than 6 milliseconds. This type of delay is acceptable for any VoIP communication.
OPNET is an engine that can be used to identify the network flaws. It included faults such as violation of policies and inefficiency in the network. The engine can be used to identify hidden errors in the network. The OPNET report has verified the first case network. It reflected that the data were obtained from the devices. OPNET is a discrete event simulator, hence the results of the simulation is not always the same. So the scenarios when we use more nodes / workstations then get good simulated results. The results of the simulations were almost identical with minor differences.
IV. Conclusions
The main objective of this work is to implement the security of VoIP communication using IP PBX system based on VPN network. The behavioral analysis is also established with the OPNET simulation results. The analysis is made by focusing the results on VPN statistics, flow delay and point to point load. The paper highlights the theoretical and empirical research results of IP PBX based on the VoIP protocol suite, in the VPN backbone. The approach helped us answer the following questions:  The challenges in security using VPN network.  VPN with IP QoS influences delay in the VoIP network.  SIP/H.323/IAX user can be registered more securely.  Firewall, router and linux server all protects from clients/users from any type of vulnerabilities based on backbone. Finally, we have carried out simulation on the proposed idea. The results of the simulation give us concrete data to state that VoIP based IP PBX on VPN
